ONE IS  ONE AKD ALL ALONE
was not to be contemplated. She composed a small and intimate
lunch-party; her husband Max, Frank and Virginia and myself
were well primed in our parts, and the unconscious leading man
placed on my left, where he entertained me excellently with his
genial anecdotes. In the midst of one of these, he was suddenly
interrupted by his hostess: " Tiens!" cried Yvette Guilbert as if she
had just made a remarkable discovery, and again: "Tiens!"
staring at us transfixed. Everyone stopped talking and there was
a great deal of "mais quoi done" and so forth. "It occurs to me,"
exclaimed Yvette Guilbert, agitated, "that there is between those
two/' indicating Henri and myself, "a resemblance of the most
extraordinary." The others rattled in on cue: "Indeed yes! But
regard! Of everything of the most extraordinary!" . . . Henri
naturally swung round in his seat and took a good look at me;
I do not know if he was pleased; I hope I was looking my best.
Anyhow, now came my pre-arranged speech. Casting down my
eyes demurely: "I cannot flatter myself that I at all resemble
monsieur, but it is certain that he does most closely resemble the
portrait of our mutual great-grandfather." "What!" cried Henri.
"Who so 2" " Simon Rakonitz," I replied. "Mais!" cried Henri
(n& Rakonitz), opening his arms wide for me to fall into them.
"Bonjour, ma cousine!" Everybody cheered wildly, and happy
was Yvette Guilbert while he enquired enthusiastically after the
health and fortune of every one of our relations in London, especially
of Anastasia Rakonitz the Matriarch, and we toasted her again and
again in glorious French wine. Very like a scene in musical comedy.
The curious thing which I could not have anticipated when we
all arranged this encounter beforehand, was that Henri Duvernois
really did look exactly like the portrait of Simon Rakonitz which
hung on one side of the fireplace in the Matriarch's house; Babette
Rakonitz on the other. It was their story which had impelled me
to write the family chronicles which had led to the production of
my first play—and to my passionate wish to have another play
put on as quickly as possible in spite of all the well-known agonies
that go with it. We are all in the same boat is a compensation for
anything: air-raid, fear of invasion, earthquake, even income-tax.
If you write a play and have it produced and the first night is
clearly a flop (or at least, not clearly but always confusedly), you
can still make a joke of it with the whole company and stage staff,
curse someone or something outside the Royal Enclosure, and put
on your gay bravado act next day at lunch at the Ivy. But when
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